
Monographic Impact Factor

Monographic Impact Factor (BSCA) presents the citation frequency of books 
published in mainland China since 1949. It covers all the books (over 5.12 million 
titles so far) included in China Archives of Publications, China’s most authoritative 
book publishing catalogue library. The statistical sources for the database include 
more than 53 million journal articles, over 4.05 million dissertations and theses, and 
over 2.36 million conference proceedings. The cumulative citations of the books is 
over 55 million times. 

BSCA features a wide variety of books, including translated monographs, ancient 
books, yearbooks, reference works, standards, reports, literary works, popular books, 
textbooks and teaching aids for primary and secondary schools, and academic 
works. The books are organized according to 22 first-level and 341 second-level 
discipline classifications, covering disciplines such as natural sciences, engineering, 
agriculture, medicine, humanities, social sciences, and more.

The citation frequency of books usually reflects the academic value and impact of 
books, which has very important reference value for a number of applications. BSCA 
provides important data for publication management, social benefit evaluation of 
publishing unit, scholar evaluation, library collection optimization, readers’ reading 
recommendation and so on. This database is updated on a monthly basis so that 
users can keep abreast of changes in citation frequency.

Sources
�� 53 million journal articles: From China Academic Journals (CAJ), over 8,000 

titles

�� 4.05 million dissertations and theses: From China Doctoral Dissertations (470 
doctoral degree grantors); from China Master’s Theses (753 masters degree 
grantors)

�� 2.36 million articles: From China Conference Proceedings, 600 first level 
societies and associations

Evaluation Objects
�� 5,124,684 titles: Books published in mainland China since 1949 and included 

in China Archives of Publications, 30,000 titles are updated monthly

�� 584 publishing houses: Includes all publishing units listed by the State Press 
and Publication Administration
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China Research Gateway (CRG) presents the full spectrum of Chinese research, with exhaustive representation of STEM, 
social science, and humanities disciplines. Featuring an unparalleled breadth of sources, including scholarly journals, 
monographs, statistical publications, government documents, newspapers, dissertations, conference proceedings, 
patents, and many other content types, CRG offers a centralized means for discovery and access to this rich trove of 
research, specifically tailored to serve the needs of North American scholars and institutions. 

Features

Visit www.eastview.com/crg for more information or to request a trial

CHINA RESEARCH GATEWAY
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�� Multiple statistical indicators: The database covers various indicators: the number of published books, the number of 
editions and volumes, citation frequency, citation frequency by year, citation frequency by source, disciplinary h-index, etc. 
The citation frequency can be used for the classification and comparative evaluation of books in subordinate subjects, and 
disciplinary h-index can reflect the professional publishing ability of publishing units.

�� Fast data updates and robust citation reports: The bibliographic data and citation data are updated on a monthly basis. 
Users can download retrieval and statistical results and obtain citation reports about books and publishing units.

�� Collection data linked with the database: Users can upload bibliographic data and make batch inquiries about the citation 
frequency of books compiled by authors within an institution. The book suppliers’ book list can also be uploaded and the 
books’ citation frequency of the current year searched in batches.

Functions
�� Book retrieval: The Database provides navigation by discipline and by book type, and allows search by subject, title, author, 

publishing unit, as well as search by logical combination. Users can group the search results by author, publishing unit 
and others. They can also click on each field to sort the search results, making it convenient to find required bibliography 
information and citation frequency.

�� Analysis of a single book: Users can click on the book title and check the details, including its basic information, 
bibliographic data of each edition and volume, citation over the years, citation by source, citing papers information (citing 
bibliographical reference, citing fragments).

�� Publishing unit search: Based on a single discipline or a single year, users can check the number of books published by 
each publishing unit, total cites and disciplinary h-index, so as to compare and analyze the academic impact of publishing 
units. The disciplinary h-index reflects the comprehensive ability of publishing units to publish books with high academic 
impact.

�� Publishing unit analysis: Users can analyze the books published by a single publishing unit, check the number of books 
published over the years and their citation frequency, as well as the number of books published under each discipline, their 
citation frequency, disciplinary h-index, and national ranking.

�� Disciplinary analysis: Users can obtain the statistics of the number of books and citation frequency based on a publishing 
unit or place of publication. They can click on the number of books and obtain the bibliographic data under current search 
condition.

�� Collection analysis: By uploading the bibliographic information , libraries will be informed which highly cited books have 
been purchased and which ones have not yet. Visualized graphs  and data analysis reports are also available to assist 
libraries  in the construction of library collections.


